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Review questions 

• When using a summary task to measure 
reading skills, what do we also have to 
consider? 

• How can reading skills be assessed using AFL 
principles? 
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Outline 

• Testing grammar 

• Developing tests to assess grammar 

• Writing items 

• Testing vocabulary 

• Developing tests to assess vocabulary 

• Writing items (recognition and production) 

• Formative assessment of grammar and vocabulary 
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Testing grammar 

• Knowledge of grammatical structures 
(meaning, morpho-syntactic form) (Purpura, 
2004). 

• Communicative competence models include 
knowledge about grammar (e.g., grammatical 
competence (Canale & Swain, 1980)). 

• In proficiency tests grammar is tested directly 
in ‘use of English’ (Alderson & Cseresznyés, 
2003). 
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Testing grammar-issues to consider 

Advantages 
• + washback if tested directly 
 
Issues to consider 
• How to ensure content validity? 
• Whether to use integrative or discrete point 

tests? 
• Which grammar (British/American/English as a 

Lingua Franca)?  
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Developing tests to assess grammar  

 
• Write specifications (Pupura, 2004) based on a 

list of grammatical structures or based on 
textbooks/syllabi (Hughes, 2003). 

 
• Ensure content validity by including a variety of 

structures to be tested (Hughes, 2003; Purpura, 
2004). 
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Writing grammar items 
Item writing 
• Grammatically correct items 
• Items using natural language 
• Items based on examples in corpora (e.g., British National 

Corpus) (http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk) 
 
Task types (Purpura, 2004) 
• Extended production tasks (e.g. essays) 
• Limited production tasks 

– Gap filling (too many options, prompts possible, context) 
– Paraphrase (sentence transformation) 
– Completion (context) 

• Selected response 
– Multiple-choice (difficult to write distractors) 
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Testing vocabulary  
(Kontra & Kormos, 2007)  

• Lexical knowledge: words, phrases, idioms, 
collocations. 

• Breadth and depth (meaning, frequency, pragmatic 
information) of vocabulary (Kontra & Kormos, 2007) 

• Knowledge of vocabulary (Kontra & Kormos, 2007, p. 
74):  
– meaning 
– pronunciation  
– spelling 
– grammatical information  
– Collocation (context) 
– frequency 
– pragmatic information 
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Developing tests to assess vocabulary 

• Test specifications: Recognition or production 
(Hughes, 2003). 
 

• Sampling based on frequency and usefulness 
(Hughes, 2003). 
 

• Ways to test vocabulary (Read, 2000) 
– Discrete vs. integrated tests 
– Selective vs. Comprehensive testing of vocabulary 
– Context dependent vs. Context independent 
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Task types: Recognition tasks  
(Read, 2000) 

• Multiple choice (e.g. multiple choice cloze) 
– guessing not a negative effect 

• Finding synonyms - distractors must also be 
known, stem (less frequent word), must be 
tried out 

• Identifying words based on definitions 
• Providing definitions 
• Matching 
(see also Hughes, 2003; Kontra & Kormos, 2007) 
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Task types: Production tasks 

 
• Completion 
• Cloze tests, C-tests 
• Sentence writing 
• Sentence transformation 
 
(see Alderson & Cseresznyés, 2003; Hughes, 

2003; Kontra & Kormos, 2007; Read, 2000) 
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Discussion 

 
What are some ways we coud use formative 
assessment in the classroom to test grammar and 
vocabulary? 
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Formative assessment of grammar (1) 

With regard to fromative assessment of grammar 
in the classroom, we must formulate the 
following: 

”what exactly should be assessed when in the learning 
process, what kinds of assessments should be presented 
at different learning junctures, how assessment results 
should be presented to learners to promote further 
development, and how learners can collaborate with 
their teachers and peers in their own learning and 
assessment.” (Purpura, 2004, p. 217) 
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Formative assessment of grammar (2) 

 

• Based on Heritage (2010) 

– Formulate  a personalized learning goal related to a 
grammar point. 

– Establish success criteria as to reaching that goal. 

– List formative assessment strategies that will be 
employed to assess to what extent learners have 
reached the goal mentioned above. 
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Task 

• Using the framework on the previous slide, think of a 
grammar point to formulate a learning goal for one of 
your students. Describe the success criteria and ways 
you could assess to what extent the student has 
reached the goal or what he/she needs to work on. 

 

 

 
 

(Heritage, 2010, p. 49, p. 66) 
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Learning goal rleated to a 
grammar point 

Success criteria Formative assessment 
strategies 



Formative assessment of vocabulary 
Discussion 

Compare the following statements taken from Benjamin 
(2008, p. 108), and discuss which ideas would promote 
learning more successfully: 
•”The students compose a list of words from the readings they want to know 
more about.” 

•”The teacher composes the [vocabulary] list based on words that are found in 
clas readings.” 

 

•”The student uses self-selected graphic organizers, such as extended word 
maps, and charts to practice use of the word.” 

•”The student uses the teacher’s exercises to practice use of the word.” 
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• Formative assessment tools for the IWB: 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9fLcU0hi
PY 
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